Digital Tax Compliance

Reengineer your tax compliance process to drive efficiencies, generate new insights, and unlock enterprise value.

The need to reengineer

The expectations facing tax leaders and their departments are changing rapidly and dramatically, pushing you and your team into overdrive. How can you retool your tax team machine to manage pressure points and ratchet up your value add?

The expanding role of tax executives

The traditional role of a tax executive

Planning & decision support

Compliance & reporting

Business partnering

Provision, risk & continuity management

Tax technology applications

The changing role of a tax executive

Cost concerns

Business pressures

Operational mandates

More than half of your tax department’s time, on average, is spent on compliance.

Globalization, complexity, compliance, mobility

Digitization, automation, analytics, governance

Cost concerns

Business pressures

Operational mandates
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Sources


A poll of more than 2,400 executives across a variety of industries was conducted during a Deloitte DBrief webcast titled “Tax operating model: From compliance to strategic advisor focus” held on October 24, 2017.

Robotic process automation: Nearly 2,000 RPA analysts and developers worldwide.